Web-enabled processing of smart things resources for WoT applications
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Abstract—The Web of Things is an active research field which aims at promoting Web standards and technologies adoption for handling smart things digital representations. In this context, many studies acknowledge that REST paradigm plays a decisive role, and this has prompted the emergence of systems for Web representation and management of real-world objects. However, objects exposure is only a first step. In fact, it is very likely that a client that exploits these representations to retrieve data from objects, also needs to process them. Typically, this processing is performed by an application which, in addition, has the burden of results exposure. In a data reuse perspective, these results are valuable: will they be re-exposed? If so, will they be exposed in a way enabling easy reuse? In this paper we present a graph model for RESTful publishing of Web resources in a WoT scenario and its implementation through the InterDataNet middleware. This graph model supports the definition of scriptable vertexes for processing other resources information. In this way, the paradigm is subverted: there is no need to set up an application to process smart objects information since the processing is externalized in a vertex of the resource model. Consequently, the RESTful exposure of results is utterly borne by the middleware. We also introduce an extension of the model to support event-driven capabilities.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Thanks to the dramatic reduction of technology costs, common use devices are getting increasingly smarter and more connected. This trend motivates the Internet of Things (IoT) concept that is a transformation of the Internet from a network of computers to a network of heterogeneous devices [1]. Similarly to what happened to computer networks, an application oriented drift is taking hold: the research community is starting to think about how existing technologies and standards including HTTP, URIs, etc. could be used to expose these smart objects on the Web, paving the way towards the Web of Things (WoT) vision. The WoT is deemed to simplify the access to smart things and foster the conception of novel, value added applications relying on the combination of conventional Web resources with those representing objects from the physical world (smartphones, appliances, street lighting, etc.) [2]. This has the big advantage of allowing the integration of smart things with the impressive amount of information resources and services already available on the Web while exploiting established technologies and best practices. In this context, the Representational State Transfer (REST) architectural style [3] is considered a reference paradigm for bringing sensors, and more generally smart things, into the Web [4]–[6]. Indeed, REST style defines a set of principles for designing distributed hypermedia applications by fulfilling scalability, simplicity and loosely-coupling requirements.

Unfortunately, although REST is considered much easier to use and suited for Web mashups than other paradigms (e.g., WS-*) [6], [7], most services claimed to be RESTful are not designed so diligently and neglect to abide by its principles [8]. Indeed, we face a systematic and widespread misunderstanding of REST basics [9] which complicates the road towards the effective realization of the WoT. Nevertheless, RESTful Web exposure of physical objects is just a first step. Objects are exposed to make their representations accessible to clients which, in all probability, are willing to do something with them. For instance, one could be interested in estimating the temperature in a location from some sensors displaced in an area, or rating different city zones depending on parking availability. Both use cases have as a prerequisite the exposure of smart objects, but the next step is data processing. Typically, this is performed by an ad hoc application, but this solution has some drawbacks. First, implementing a dedicated application is costly and second, if computation results can be published, it is highly desirable they are exposed following the aforementioned REST principles. And this delicate, yet non-domain-specific operation is responsibility of the application.

In this work we present an approach for enabling the processing of Web resources and subsequent results exposure by a scriptable vertex, called Activity Node, defined for a RESTful, graph-based, information model. We also present an extension of the same information model for enabling event-driven capabilities. The application context is the WoT, but the model is general and Web resources are not limited to smart objects representations. This graph-based information model is part of InterDataNet [10]–[12], a framework for handling graphs of individually addressable information units with navigation, query, and composition support.

II. RELATED WORK

In this section we briefly introduce the principles of REST architectural style and we analyze state of the art solutions about middleware for the Web of Things.
A. REPresentational State Transfer

REST was proposed by R. Fielding [13] as an architectural style for building large-scale distributed hypermedia systems. By the REST vision, objects handled by client-server application logic are modeled as resources. Key principles are:

1) **URIs as resource identifiers.** URIs are used by servers to expose resources. Since URIs belong to a global addressing space, resources identified with URIs have a global scope;
2) **Uniform interface.** The interaction with the resource is fully expressed with four primitives, i.e., create, read, update and delete; These operations can be mapped onto HTTP verbs as follows: GET reads the resource state; PUT updates the resource state; DELETE deletes a resource; POST extends a resource by creating a child resource;
3) **Self-descriptive messages.** Each message contains the information required for its management;
4) **Stateless interactions.** Each request must contain the sufficient information for fully understanding it, regardless of any previous request;
5) **Hypermedia As the Engine Of Application State (HA-TEOAS).** In a hypermedia system participants transfer resource representations containing links which are used by clients to progress the interaction. [14].

Several studies indicate REST as an appropriate architectural pattern for Web of Things applications [4], [6], [15]. Guinard et al. [6] present a study based on both qualitative feedback and quantitative results from 69 developers who were asked to write IoT applications adopting REST and WS-*. Authors report that “participants almost unanimously found RESTful Web services easier to learn, more intuitive and more suitable for programming IoT applications than WS-*. The main advantages of REST are intuitiveness, flexibility, and the fact that it is more lightweight”. In addition, a considerable number of volunteers agreed that REST was more suited for Web applications requiring to integrate Web contents.

B. Middleware for the Web of Things

The Web of Things is an active research area that, within the broader scope of the Internet of Things (IoT), focuses on the specific challenge of making smart things accessible and interoperable through open Web standards.

Guinard et al. provide a pioneering work contribution [16] by defining a set of RESTful services that expose sensor nodes as Web resources and link them together, hierarchically. In a later work, this approach is used in the AutoWoT project [17], a toolkit for the Web integration of smart devices that leverages i) a hierarchical resource model and ii) a tool for building Web servers that expose these devices. Upon Web resource modification, AutoWoT can semi-automatically regenerate the server logic. Our work shows some similarities with AutoWoT, such as the adoption of a general model and the Web exposure of smart devices. However, significant differences exist. First, our model defines two types of structural relations among Web resources (i.e., aggregation and reference), while the AutoWoT model relies only on a hierarchical one. We argue that a mere hierarchical relation is not fully compliant with the REST hypermedia constraint (i.e. reference links among resources drive the application state evolution and shall be advertised by the server at each interaction step). Second, the middleware can handle every type of resource that is compliant with our modeling primitives. In addition, unlike AutoWoT, our model offers both a scriptable Node for exposing processing results based on other Nodes contents, and a Node for managing event-driven activities (see section III).

Significant efforts are ongoing to develop a Semantic Sensor Web [18] and integrate it with Linked Open Data. SemSense [19] is a system that collects data from physical sensors and publishes them on the Web using semantic annotations. SPITFIRE [20] is an infrastructure that offers semi-automatic generation of semantic sensor descriptions as well as efficient search based on current sensors states. As discussed in section III-B, our model defines how information can be accessed and navigated, and does not aim at providing unambiguous specifications of concepts. However, we are aware that the use of semantic-based technologies can enable reasoning, efficient search, discovery and dynamic composition capabilities. To this purpose, future work will be devoted to build adapter components capable of interacting with existing semantic sensor Web implementations [20].

Finally, it is worth to mention the CityScripts experiment [21] carried out within the SmartSantander EU Project [22]. CityScripts is a Web application that offers the access to a personal workspace where users can compose public data from city sensors with public online data sources and personal data from social networks. Through the application palette, a user can create simple scripts defining basic workflows to connect available resources (for instance, an output of the sensor is passed as input to a social network service).

III. A RESOURCE MODEL FOR THE WEB OF THINGS

In this section we briefly present the InterDatNet information model and middleware (more details are available in previous works [10]–[12]) and discuss design and implementation of both resource-processing and event-driven capabilities.

A. The InterDataNet Middleware

InterDataNet Middleware (IDN) is a system conceived for RESTful Web exposure of information resources represented as graphs of individually addressable information units. More graphs can be browsed, queried and interlinked to create a growing structure of related information. IDN core modules are Virtual Resource, Information History and Storage Interface.

Virtual Resource exposes REST uniform APIs (IDN-APIs) used by applications to access and manage smart things Web representations called Web Resources. IDN-APIs is the only part of IDN that is visible to applications. As shown in Fig. 1, different Virtual Resource instances dialog as peers to realize a distributed graph of interconnected Nodes. Information History provides optional versioning capabilities. This is useful for tracking the history of a resource, supporting cooperation by providing branching and merging, and enforcing provenance by allowing thorough inspection of previous states. Storage Interface provides data and metadata persistence capabilities. IDN-specific Metadata (that determine Nodes relations and properties) are always persisted on the middleware side, while data can be native or external. Native data are the ones
created under the middleware domain and are persisted in
own repositories. External data are hosted outside the IDN
boundaries instead, and require the Adapter component to be
handled as native resources by the middleware.

Adapters are components that support the interworking of
IDN with external data-sources (e.g. smart devices). Thus, an
adapter contains custom intermediation logic for exposing data
and services provided by legacy systems and devices according
to our graph-based model. In this way, properties enabled
by the IDN resource model can be applied to information
originating from outer sources. Adapter is made of four com-
ponents: 1) a Notification Manager, which enables a push/pull
notification service and manages the Adapter subscription to a
data-source; 2) a Transformer, which refines data served by the
outer source (e.g., de-multiplexing the information to achieve
a more granular representation); 3) a Web Resource Manager,
which assembles the outer information in a graph structure; 4)
a Translator, which translates requests coming from the IDN-
APIs in a format supported by the data-source.

B. The InterDataNet Information Model

The InterDataNet Information Model (IDN-IM) is the set
of rules that drives the representation of entities in IDN. Web
Resource is the first class entity and is defined as a graph
of uniquely URI-addressed information pieces, called Nodes.
Nodes have a content and a set of properties such as privacy,
licensing, provenance, etc. From Nodes may depart structural
(Aggregation and Reference) and non-structural (Active and
Notification) edges. Within a graph, every subset of vertexes
connected via Aggregation edges is a Web Resource. Differ-
ent Web Resources can be combined to form a richer Web
Resource. More precise definitions are given in the following.

Definition 1. A Node is a tuple \( N = (C, P) \), where \( C \)
is the set of content elements (i.e., data) and \( P \) is the set of
properties (i.e., metadata) that characterize the content. A nice
URI [13] is used as a Node unique identifier.

Definition 2. An Aggregation link \( L_{Aggr} \in L \), \( L \) being
the set of edges, is a directed edge between two Nodes that
represents a transitive container-content relation. The conveyed
meaning is: the originating Node aggregates, therefore con-
tains, the destination Node. The Aggregation links are used for
inter-Web Resource relation.

Definition 3. A Reference link \( l_{Ref} \in L \) is a directed edge
between two Nodes that represents a pointer towards a referred
resource. To better understand the Reference link role, it could
be somehow compared with the HTML \( \text{href} \) attribute. The
Reference links are used for inter-Web Resource relation.

Definition 4. A Web Resource is a digraph \( R(N, L_{Aggr}) \)
where \( N \) is the set of Nodes (with \(|N| \geq 1\) and \( L_{Aggr} \)
is the set of Aggregation links. A Web Resource has a single
source vertex \( n_R \in N \) called Root Node, i.e. a vertex for
which \( \deg_{Aggr}(n_R) = 0 \).

A Web Resource is exposed by a uniform interface sup-
porting CRUD operations mapped onto HTTP verbs: GET
reads the Web Resource state; PUT updates the state of an
existing Web Resource or creates it; DELETE deletes a Web
Resource. In our model, content negotiation is available for
Nodes (the implementation currently supports XML, JSON
and HTML), ETags [23] are used to prevent conflicts during
updates, and HATEOAS [13] is supported by including in
the representation links towards the next related resources,
provided with instructions for the following interaction. Fig. 2
shows the modeling of a Point of Interest (PoI) Web Resource
which refers to a number of different sensors.

C. Enabling in-resource smart things processing

As described so far, the IDN-IM serves the purpose of
representing smart objects as graph of individually addressable
Web resources. For this to be functional, representations need
to be used by clients and often this means being subjected to
a processing. Generally, this is performed by a purposely
implemented application that i) identifies the needed WoT
resources, ii) extracts the proper information from their rep-
resentations, iii) performs a processing with it, and possibly
iv) re-exposes the computation results. This approach has
two main drawbacks: first, implementing and maintaining a
dedicated Web application is costly; second, although it is
convenient that results are made available according to a
RESTful (and hopefully shared) model, this is very unlikely
to happen. In fact, custom applications tend to use ad hoc
strategies and formats, not bothering with broader issues such
as data reuse. To overcome these problems, we propose a

Fig. 1. The overall view of the InterDataNet architecture.

Fig. 2. Modeling of a PoI Web Resource referring to a number of different
sensors. Nodes are represented as circles while black pins represent content
data.
different strategy. We introduce a special type of vertex, called Activity Node, which is provided with a script. When the Node is served by the middleware, the script is executed behind the scenes and the result is included as a Node content. This procedure is completely transparent to clients which see only a Node representing the result of the desired computation. Being a Node, an Activity Node is accessed with the same uniform REST interface and it can be requested, interlinked and shared as a Web Resource as usual. Activity Nodes use Active links to determine computation dependencies. We introduce Activity Nodes by extending the Definition 1.

**Definition 1.** A Node is a tuple \( N = (C', P) \) where \( P \) has the same meaning given in Definition 1. and \( C' = C + s(i_0, \ldots, i_j) \) is a set of contents that partially depends by a script \( s \) having \( j + 1 \) inputs.

From now on, for the sake of simplicity, we call Activity Nodes those Nodes for which \( s(i_0, \ldots, i_j) \neq 0 \).

**Definition 5.** An Active link \( l_{\text{Act}} \in L \) defines a direction in a processing flow. An Active link always starts from an Activity Node and points to a Node (whether it is an Activity Node or not), defining the dependencies to fulfill before executing the script \( s \).

To clarify, a typical application of the Activity Node is presented. A major has invested in smart technologies by installing different sensors in a city. Let’s assume that data from these sensors are exposed as Web Resources. In order to monitor the citizens’ quality of life (QoL), the major hires a team of researchers who find a strong correlation of wellness with pollution, noise and traffic. To define the intervention strategy, the administration needs to monitor the QoL level in different areas. By leveraging IDN, they decide to create several QoL location-dependent sensors by using Activity Nodes whose dependencies are near pollution, noise, and traffic sensor Nodes. The script that compute the QoL value could be a mean \( w(p, n, t, d) \), of pollution \( p \), noise \( n \) and traffic \( t \) measurements, weighted with the distance \( d \) of the QoL sensor from other sensors. When the QoL sensor resource is requested, the corresponding Activity Node is inspected, pollution, noise and traffic Nodes dependencies are resolved, measurements are extracted and entered as inputs of the script. The computation executes and the output \( o = w(p, n, t, d) \) is used to fill the content section of the same Node. Finally, the QoL sensor Node is returned with the computed value in place as a Web Resource (see Fig. 3).

**Fig. 3.** The Quality of Life sensor implemented as an Activity Node.

1) **Activity Node requirements and constraints:** The first problem to face while dealing with processing is inputs and outputs definition. If they are not clearly defined, it will be hard to provide the script with compatible data and properly interpret its output. This is the reason why an Activity Node supports strong typed input and output definitions borrowed from XML Schema built-in data types [24], which is a the well-accepted and mature standard. The externalization of the script can be also envisioned to put it in a global space, fostering information reuse. In this way, many different Activity Nodes can import the same algorithm and apply own inputs. This concept motivates the creation of a trusted source providing stable and optimized code. Future works in this direction are planned.

The content of a Node can be any kind of information object with any granularity level, according to publisher’s prescriptions. When the Node referred by an Active link has some unstructured data, the script is forced to process them as a whole. Conversely, when they are structured, the script can extract the inputs leveraging this underlying organization. To this end, it is crucial to have a system for addressing both Nodes and information grains contained in the data structure and URIs and XPath technologies are naturally fitted for the purpose. Since contents representation format is not constrained to XML, a strategy for addressing generic structured data is needed. To this end, we adopt a subset of XPath deprived of XML-specific elements such as namespaces or attributes. Nevertheless, if the data schema is unknown, it won’t be possible to define the expression to target the information grain(s). This consideration calls for the definition of a Node content schema. It is not mandatory for the publisher to declare such schema, but it is strongly advised since it is an enabling factor for cooperation and reuse promotion.

Even though more Activity Nodes can be chained to achieve complex computation flows, the processing of scripts is kept completely isolated and independent. However, the Activity Nodes chaining introduces the problem of the infinite resolution. In other words, if there is any cycle in the dependency relations, the retrieval procedure will never end. This problem demands a cycle detection algorithm whose requirements can be stated as follows: i) if a dependency cycle exists, it will be detected, ii) if a dependency cycle is detected, the system is put in a safe state, and iii) if more dependency cycles exist, the detection of the first cycle should put the system in a safe state (optimization requirement). Basically, the rationale of the cycle detection algorithm consists in marking retrieval requests with Node-specific tokens. The algorithm is executed by a Virtual Resource instance that receives a request for a Node. As this happens, the instance retrieves the token list from the request and performs a lookup for the Node token. If it is found, a cycle is detected. Fig. 4 shows the algorithm pseudo-code.

More in detail, dependencies propagate through Active links, so the guard at line 3 stops the detection if they are missing. At this point, a token related to the requested Node is deterministically generated (e.g. performing an MD5 of the Node URI) and checked against the tokenList (line 5). If the token is found, the cycle is detected. Otherwise, no cycle is detected and the token is added to the list before issuing a new request (line 8).
In addition, the implementation of the algorithm must comply with the stateless interaction principle (see subsection II-A). This principle is critical to make the algorithm lightweight and resource-saving. Indeed, if the server stores the state of every request, as they increase, the system will incur in a resource shortage and ultimately in a crash. In our solution, the transfer of the token list is implemented via a dedicated HTTP header (in compliance with the HTTP standards) and token generation is executed on the fly by the Virtual Resource instance authoritative for the requested Node. Thus, the information critical for the algorithm execution is not gathered server-side.

D. Notification and actuators

The Activity Node is a pull-based strategy for defining virtual resources. However, in order to address real-world requirements, push support is mandatory. Practically, it is desirable to have a model able to support event-driven scenarios such as switching on the air conditioner when the temperature in a room exceeds a threshold. To this end, we extend Definition 1.1 and we introduce the Notification link.

Definition 1.2. A Node is a tuple \( N = (C', P, t) \), where \( C' \) and \( P \) are the same as defined in Definition 1.1, while \( t \) is a trigger function \( t(d_0, \ldots, d_k) \) that executes when \( k + 1 \) conditions are satisfied.

Definition 6. A Notification link \( l_{Not} \in L \) is a directed edge that defines a condition concerning the pointed Node to be satisfied for the trigger function to be executed.

From now on, for the sake of simplicity, we call Notifying Nodes those Nodes for which \( t(d_0, \ldots, d_k) \neq 0 \).

Fig. 5 shows the modeling of a Notifying Node: along the edges basic events are defined such as on deletion or on change, that can be further composed with logical connectives to form a complex condition. When the condition is met, a script is executed and an action is fired. Such action can be directed to a different Web Resource (changing its state), to the Node itself (changing own state) or to an external resource.

Notification is implemented using the publish/subscribe pattern [25]. When a Notifying Node is created or updated, it is inspected by the authoritative middleware instance to retrieve: i) the URIs of the Nodes referred by Notification links and ii) both simple and complex conditions. For each URI, the middleware registers itself as a subscriber for the event specified by the simple condition to the IDN instance responsible for that Node. Fig. 6 clarifies the concept: A is a Node under the authority of a middleware instance (A-IDN) and has a Notification link to Node B which belongs to a different one (B-IDN). During the creation/update phase of A, A-IDN inspects it to find Notification links. When the link to B is found, A-IDN subscribes A to B-IDN, for a modification event occurred on B. If the fire condition is complex (like the one depicted in Fig 5), a Complex Event Processing [26] (CEP) service is used. When B changes, B-IDN sends a notification to A-IDN that processes the event with a CEP configured with the contingent complex condition. If the condition is met, A-IDN retrieves A and executes the contained notification script. In this case, the script causes the update of the external Web Resource C, performed through an HTTP PUT request. As this happens, the state modification of C is communicated to an Adapter which, in turn, interprets it and performs the actions required to turn the light on.
depends on a computation based on inputs. Therefore, before its execution, it is not possible to know the Node state that may trigger some push activities. This means that when a Notification link is directed to an Activity Node, the middleware must subscribe to all the Activity Node’s dependencies. When one of these changes, the Activity script must be executed to check whether the firing condition is met or not.

IV. Conclusion

A consistent number of researchers indicate REST as the style for managing WoT resources but, unfortunately, the thorough application of its principles is often disregarded by Web developers. Starting from this “lesson learned”, we propose an approach for simplifying RESTful Web exposure of smart objects by designing a scriptable vertex for a graph-based Web Resource representation offered by the InterDataNet system. Indeed, given proper representations of smart objects, it is very likely that their contents will be taken and processed to get some valuable results. Typically, this is performed by an ad hoc application which is also responsible for the proper results re-exposure. However, applications are costly to design, implement and maintain and developers tend not to bother with broader scope problems such as data reuse, making the proper exposure of computation results a very unlikely event. To overcome these problems, we took the processing out of the application by designing a scriptable vertex which is automatically exposed by InterDataNet, according to REST principles. Moreover, to cope with real world scenarios, we introduced a methodology for extending the model with event-driven capabilities based on dedicated Notification edges.

Future works include the externalization of scripts used by Activity Nodes to promote high quality code reuse. Moreover, a deeper study of scalability issues caused by the combination of event-driven capabilities with scriptable Nodes and a more refined strategy for defining events. In addition, an integration of the Information Model with semantics is ongoing.
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